
We are happy that our UV-BODYGUARD can accompany you on your excursions!

The UV-BODYGUARD is your little 
sun protection assistant.  It tells you 
any time how strong the sun is
is right now, how long you should stay
in the sun and gives you recommendations about sun protection. This way you can
avoid sunburn and Improve your vitamin D levels. It´s all about your health!
 
The UV intensity is measured in the so-called UV index. The UV index scale goes
from 0 = no UV radiation to 11+ = extreme UV radiation. Based on this, you can see
the UV intensity in the app. This table should help you to correctly estimate the
strength of uv radiation:

The detailed operating instructions can be found under ajuma.eu, via the QR code
on the last page of the quick start guide or in the UV-Bodyguard app.

Sustainability is important to us: we manufacture the UV-Bodyguard completely
locally and pay attention to good recyclability.

UV-Index
0-2
3-5
6-7
8-10
11+

low
medium
high
very high
extreme

Protection
no protection required
protection recommended
protection required
protection absolutely
necessary

 Maximum transmission power 4 dBm (Bluetooth Low Energy) in 2.4 GHz 
Frequency band. This device complies with the CE directives, EMC directive 
2014/30/EU, Radio Equipment Directive (2014/53/EU). Full 
Declaration of conformity available under ajuma.eu/CE.
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The CE marking is located on the housing of the UV-Bodyguard (if
necessary under the removable bracket)
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Be SMART in the SUN

 



Please read the instructions for use carefully and carefully before the first
use. 
Please keep the instructions for use for future use!
For the app to work properly, you must allow the app to turn off the power-
saving options. If necessary, please check the energy-saving options of your
mobile phone in the settings.

Please pay attention to the following safety instructions:

   Attention

The UV-Bodyguard is not a toy. It is only meant for private use and for 
                    the specified use only.  Thus, the UV-Bodyguard can help you
                        to  correctly estimate the current strength of uv radiation and 
                            the cecommended time for a safe stay in the sun.  Of course, the
quality of the results depends on the correct operation: is the UV-Bodyguard
correctly aligned with the sun? Have you creamed yourself sufficiently with
sunscreen and indicated your skin type correctly? Can the app access ozone
levels determined via satellite data (location access required)?

Please note: we cannot exclude the risk of skin damage caused by UV radiation
and assume no liability for skin and consequential damage due to UV radiation.
Correct and above all sufficient (!) use of sunscreen is important. AC
HTUNG
Damage to the UV-Bodyguard or battery 
Always keep the UV-Bodyguard dry and protect the UV-Bodyguard from contact
with liquids.

The UV-Bodyguard is only splash-proof and not waterproof, it must not be
submerged in water. A small downpour or similar should be possible, but it is
generally better if you generally avoid contact with the water.
The UV-Bodyguard is powered by a rechargeable battery. Please make sure not to
expose the UV-Bodyguard directly and permanently to excessive heat (> 80 degrees
C) or cold (< 0 degrees C), as this can impair the functionality of the UV-Bodyguard
and permanently damage the device. 
Please fully charge the battery before use and check the state of charge regularly.
The device may not be opened, and repairs may only be carried out by ajuma
GmbH.

To display current UV values, the UV-Bodyguard requires a Bluetooth connection to
your smartphone. For this, it is important that the Bluetooth connection is always
switched on on your smartphone, and that the UV-Bodyguard always remains within
range of the smartphone (<10m).
The UV-Bodyguard app asks for your location. This is important because the app 

Please always pay attention – regardless of the UV-Bodyguard – to proper sun
protection: In summer, if possible, avoid the midday sun between 11 a.m. and 3:00
p.m., use sunscreen, a hat if necessary, and sunglasses, long-sleeved clothing.

  Attention
   Skin damage caused by improper use

combines the measured UV values with ozone data (from the European Space and
Satellite Programme Copernicus). This significantly increases the measurement and
prediction accuracy. Therefore, we ask you to always allow the app access to your
location. 

Remove the protective ring of the UV-Bodyguard

Connect the UV-Bodyguard to the power using the supplied Micro-USB
cable and charge it fully (the charging LED on the UV-Bodyguard goes out as
soon as the battery is fully charged)

LDownload the free app "UV-Bodyguard" from the Google Play Store or
Apple App Store, install it and follow the instructions on your smartphone

Connect your smartphone and UV-Bodyguard via Bluetooth

Create one (ONE variant) or several (FAMILY versions) profiles and
personalize them with photo, skin type and SPF of your sunscreen

Activate the profile(s) you want to track and enjoy the sun!

Quick Start Guide

Track the current UV value based on your location in real time

Keep an eye on your personal UV dose (warnings at 50%, 75% & 95% via app
notification and warning sound)

Get a recommendation on how long you can stay in the sun and for suitable
sun protection

Check your vitamin D levels (according to the recommendations of the BfS)


